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STEEL RADIUS RODS, TIE RODS, AND DRAG LINKS

Manufactured from strong lightweight chrome moly tubing.  
Black powdercoat finish. USA Made.  

Radius Rods available 21-1/2”, 22”, 22-1/2”, 23”, 23-1/2”, and 24” $29.  
Tie Rods and Drag Links available 45”, 45-1/2”, 46”, 46-1/2”, 47”, 47-1/2”, 48”, 

48-1/2”, 49”, 49-1/2”, and 50” $45.
S- Bend Drag Links available 48”, 49”, and 50” $55

FK HEIMS
Made in the USA high quality aluminum 1/2 x 5/8 
heims available in red or black. We have the lowest 

price on FK heims. Red or Black Aluminum  
1/2 x 5/8 or Gold Steel  1/2 x 5/8  

$12.25 each
 Buy 20 or More Pieces Any Combination 

$11.90 each

ALL AMERICAN RADIUS ROD KITS

This radius rod kit features only Made In USA parts. Includes 3 front rods, 2 rear 
rods, 1 panhard rod, 12 FK red or black heims, and 12 jam nuts.  

Polished All American Radius Rod Kit $210 
All Black American Radius Rod Kit $235 

Polished Rods with Steel Left Front Rod Kit $225 
Black Radius Rods  with Steel Left Front Rod Kit $255

NEW FK SHOCKS
Now available at KREITZ OVAL TRACK. These shocks have won just about 
everywhere this year. In addition, they won every Outlaw A Main but 
5. We have worked very hard with the FK guys to come up with a
4 shock package that will work for most guys at 90% of the
tracks.  We like the Twin Tube (non-gas) Shocks, but will
be selling the complete FK line. Call for our Special

4 Shock Package Price. 
Twin Tube Prices Non Adjustable 

$295 
Single Adjustable $475

Double Adjustable 
$675

SALE ENDS JANUARY 31, 2021

NEW TJ FORGED WHEELS

Below is an example of pricing. Stocking many different sizes. 
Call or check website for price. 

17” with Beadlock and Cover Polished $600 • Black $690 
15” with Inside Beadlock Polished $540 • Black $630 
8” Front No Beadlock Polished $225 • Black $315

NEW TITANIUM FRONT TORSION ARMS
These arms look beautiful, will last forever, and most importantly, 

are an advantage. We recently track tested these arms in a back to 
back test with the best aluminum arms we could find.  With the 
titanium arms, the car had more right rear stick, slid less in the 
center, and had more forward bite. They are ceramic coated 

to preserve their integrity and good looks. They have a 
replaceable wear plate specifically designed to reduce any 

bind during arm travel. 
 $460 Per Arm

$875 Pair



CHECK OUT KREITZOVALTRACKPARTS.COM 

FOR MORE BLACK Tl STUFF! 

BLACK TITANIUM STOPS 

When customers see 
these, their first words 
are WOW! These are 

definitely the nicest titanium 
stops we've seen. 

Adjuster bolt is black 
titanium and has a 

recessed shoulder to 
prevent threads from 
mushrooming. Pinch 

bolt is black titanium 
also. Available for a 

midget and 600 also. 
$105 each 

Buy 4 $99 each 

BLACK TITANIUM LOCKNUTS 

BLACK Tl FRONT AXLE BOLT KIT 

This bolt kit is beyond nice. First off, bolts and nuts are black titanium and 
have a 9/16 head. Most front axle brackets are coined (dished in) and 

that makes it very hard to tighten 
or loosen 3/ 4 headed bolts and 

nuts. The bolts have a washer 
built into the head which sits in 
that recess in the bracket. This 

allows you to get on the head of 
the bolt easily. The bolts have a 
nice shoulder and are the exact 
right length. The titanium nuts 

O O 0 have a nylon locknut built into 
them so they stay tight and you 
can reuse them. 6 P iece Black Ti 

Front Axle Bolt Kit $49 

2-1/2" FRONT AXLE KITS

BLACK Tl RADIUS ROD BOLT KIT 

All bolts and 
nuts are black 
titanium with 

9/1 6 heads. Kit 
includes 

5 - 1/2 X 
2-5/8 bolts 

for radius rods 
to frame and 

1 - 1/2 X 2-5/8 for 
sway bar to frame, and 
3 - 1/2 x 1-1/4 bolts 

for front axle with 

'' 
3 titanium jet nuts. $1 3 9 

TETHER RADIUS ROD BOLT KIT $145 

BRAKELINE KIT 

Includes 2-1/2" chrome or black front axle, 2 kingpins, kingpin bearing kit, 
2 aluminum spindles, steering arms, steel tie rod, 2 - ½ x 5/8 steel heims, 
aluminum jam nuts, 2 

heim spacers, complete 
set of Winters gold 

or black hubs, caliper 
bracket, and caliper 

bracket bolts. $739 

1 (i±:::S. 

1/2" Black titanium nylon locknuts with 9/1 6 head. Front Axle Kit with 
Black Spindles, 

Steering Arms, and 
Caliper Bracket $7 89 

Sold in packs of 2 or 1 0 nuts. 
2 Pack $11 

10 Pack $50 

BLACK Tl TOP PLATE 

BOLT KIT 
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Black ti bolt kit for top plate in fuel 

tank. Looks awesome in any top plate! 

$49 

PREMIUM ULTRALITE FRONT AXLE KIT 
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This kit consists of the best and lightest components available. Includes 2-1/2" 
black or chrome front axle, 2 titanium spindles, 2 titanium kingpins, kingpin bearing 

kit, polished steering arms, black steel tie rod, 2 - 1 /2 x 5/8 FK steel heims, 2 
aluminum jam nuts, complete set of Winters gold or black hubs, polished caliper 

bracket, and caliper bracket bolts. $925 

With Black Components $97 5 

LW Trackstar Hubs ADD $115 

King Hubs ADD $200 • LW Tetris Hubs ADD $180 

#2 Lines with #3 Ends $110 

# 3 Black Lines Kit $110 

BLACK Tl SHOCK PIN KIT 

I 

II t\l 
This black ti shock pin kit looks awesome! 

Includes 2 pins for a threaded front axle, 2 rear 
arm pins, 2 - 2" grip pins for rear top shock 

mount, and 2 - 2-3/4" grip pins for top front 
mount. Only available in one nut style at this 

time. 

8 Piece Shock Pin Kit $189 
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BLACK TI W-LINK PIN KIT 
Comes with 2 Black Ti Long ⅜ pins, 1 - black ti 

½ or ⅜ pin for birdcage heim, and 3 - quick 
release clips. $38 

½ or ⅜ birdcage pin only - $11

BLACK TI REAR MOTORPLATE BOLTS 
These black ti bolts are the perfect length for the 

rear motorplate. Every detail was looked at includ-
ing making the thread length as short as possible. 

A built-in washer for more support, and finally a 
reduced head that is counterbored to save max 

weight. It will be hard to find nicer bolts.  
4-PK Black Ti Rear motorplate bolts - $52

BLACK TI BUMPER & NERF BOLTS

12 - Black Ti Bolts for bumpers and nerf bars. $59

25PK Black thin steel bumper locknuts. $4.50

BLACK TI HEADER STUD KIT 

14 pc. Black Ti Header Studs with Allen 
Hex for easy installation. $80

BLACK TI ⅜ LOCKNUTS 

Reduced head jet nut style reusable 
⅜-24 locknuts. 10 PK $69  

NEW! 

BLACK TI STOP ADJUSTER BOLT 

Beautiful black ti adjuster bolt with 9/16 head. 
Bottom part of bolt is machined at contact area for 
consistent bolt adjustments and to prevent mush-
rooming. Matching 9/16 black ti jam nut available. 
Like all of our black ti products, this stays looking 

nice a lot longer than regular ti. 

9/16 Head Black Ti Adjuster Bolt 
$11ea · 5 or more $10ea 

9/16 Head Black Ti Adjuster Nut 
$5ea · 5 or more $4.50ea 

BLACK TI TORSION ARM BOLT 
Black ti torsion arm pinch bolt looks great in 

black torsion arms.$10  

BLACK TI BEADLOCK BOLT KIT 
You’ll love these black ti bolts. The washer is 

captive so it stays on the bolt. No more washers 
falling off when you take the bolts out. Not only 

does the washer stay on the bolt, it is titanium and 
black to match the bolt. The beadlock bolts are still 
the first and most important bolts to change to ti to 

gain an advantage.

16 - 5/16-18 x 1 black ti bolts with ti captive 
washers $89 

BLACK TI LEFT FRONT ROTOR BOLTS 

Black ti countersunk rotor bolt kit. $25 

BLACK TI WHEEL CENTER BOLTS 
Black ti wheel center bolts really look sharp in black 
or polished wheels. These bolts will fit in most front 
and rear wheels. Size is 5/16 - 24 X ¾”. The most 

important performance gain after the beadlock bolts. 
Rear wheel center black ti bolt kit 15pcs $55 

Front wheel black ti bolt kit 10pcs $40 

BLACK TI DRAG LINK/TIE 
ROD MOUNTING KIT 

New flat head design gives more clearance than 
standard one-nut styles. Full thread bolt design 

allows you to just take nut on and off. Comes with 4 
black ti flat head bolts, 4 black ti 9/16 head locknuts, 

and 4 black heim spacers. $80  



 

BLACK TI W-LINK BOLT 
Exact length black ti bolt for w-link straps to  
w-link body using a thin locknut or jet nut. $8 

BLACK TI U-JOINT BOLTS 
4 - Black ti u-joint bolts 7/16 - 20 x ⅞”. $25 

1 1/8” ALL AMERICAN BLACK RADIUS 
ROD KIT 

 

We now have our all American radius rod kit available 
with 1 ⅛ black aluminum rods. The 1 ⅛” rods will 

definitely take a harder hit compared to the 1” rods 
before they bend. They cost a little more but end up 

being cheaper in the long run as they last longer. Our 
kit consists of 1 sway bar rod, 3 front axle rods, 2 rear 
rods, 12 USA made FK heims, and 12 jam nuts. Kits 
available in all aluminum rods or 5 aluminum with 1 

steel for the left front.  

 

Aluminum Radius Rod Kit: $245 
Radius Rod Kit with Steel Left Front: $260 

BLACK TI LEFT FRONT CALIPER BOLTS 
2 - Black ti ⅜ - 24 x 1” bolts with built in washer and 
drilled for safety wire for left front caliper to bracket. 

$20  

BLACK TI INBOARD CALIPER BOLTS 

2 - Black ti inboard caliper bolts drilled for 
safety wire and with built-in washer. $20 

NEW! 

BLACK TI FRONT HUB LUGNUTS 

10 Pc: $55 

NEW STYLE KINGPIN TETHER 
This new tether was made to swivel better at the 

kingpin during installation. This tether mounts thru a 
stud that goes into the kingpin and secures with a jet 
nut. The old style tether was held on with a bolt that 
went into a kingpin. When you would tighten the bolt, 
the whole tether would twist and want to knot up. Old 

and new styles are legal for 2021.  The old one is 
less expensive so we will be keeping both styles in 

stock.  

 

New kingpin tether with mounting stud - $249 
Old kingpin tether with mounting bolt - $199 

GAUGE PANEL WITH 2 1/16 GAUGES 
These new gauges are really cool and easy to 
read. With a normal gauge, the needle usually 
starts around 7 o’clock and goes all the way 

around to 5 o’clock. With these gauges the needle 
starts at around 10 o’clock and ends at about 2 

o’clock. This is a lot shorter distance for your eyes 
to look at while you’re racing. Being easier to read 

allowed the gauges to be smaller which is also 
lighter. They were made specifically to holdup to 

the vibrations of a sprint car. The white faced 
gauges with a red needle in a black panel really 

stand out. The gauge panel is completely ready to 
go, just dzus in! 2 1/16 gauges available sepa-

rately also. 
 

2 1/16 complete gauge panel: $105 

2 1/16 oil pressure gauge: $35 

2 1/16 water temp gauge: $45 

NEW DESIGN FRONT AXLE 
Redesigned for 2021 with the latest caster/
camber technology to increase speed and 

reduce lap times. With this axle you will feel 
more in control and more stable on the 

straights, not near as darty which scrubs off a 
lot of speed. At the same time it is made to 
corner better to give you increased corner 

speed. Comes with 3 - shock mounting spuds 
so no matter what front ride height you choose 
or what frame you have, this axle will work for 

you. Available in 50” for winged cars and 53” for 
non wing. Black powdercoat finish. $245  

BLACK TI  
W-LINK 

This black ti w-link is 
beautiful. Comes 

with fully  
radiused black 

straps and black ti 
bolts.  

You won’t find a 
nicer one!  

 
$159 



WINTERS ALUMINUM FRONT HUBS 

Available in Gold, Black, or Silver anodized. Complete 
set of hubs.   $239 Set 

DMI LIGHTWEIGHT TETRIS HUBS 
You can take about 3 lbs. of unsprung wieight off your front 

end vs standard Tetris Hubs . $415 Set 

ALUMINUM SPINDLES 

 Steel Straight Snout 
Winters          $115 
Winters Black  $135 

DMI             $155 
DMI Black    $169 

Titanium Spindles 
Winters  with ti snout     $165 

Winters Black with ti snout $175 
DMI with ti snout        $210 

DMI black with ti snout    $225 

KINGPINS 

Winters steel   $18  
DMI steel        $23 

Winters Titanium   $64 
DMI Titanium   $84 

NEW Black Ti Kingpin   $65 

Black Kingpin Caps 
Winters  $4    DMI   $7 

2 1/2” FRONT AXLES 
These axles are  4130 chrome moly and made to fit  

Eagle, Maxim, Mach 1, JEI, GF1, XXX & others.  

M & W Silver or Black Powdercoat. $199 
Winters Black or Chrome plated  $175 

DMI Maxim Style  $245 
J & J Style  $245 

53” Front Axle  $215 
Standard Tetris Hub Set   $385 Set 

WINTERS LIGHTWEIGHT TRACKSTAR 5  HUBS 

The newest Trackstar design saves 1 lb. over standard 
Trackstar hubs & 2 1/2 lbs. over standard hubs.  

They hold up unbelievably well.  
Black Only  $339 Set 

STEERING ARMS 
Left Front  

Winters Polished Aluminum  $40     Winters  Black $48 
DMI Aluminum  $55   DMI Black  $62 

Right Front 
Winters Polished Aluminum  $24         Winters Black $30 

DMI Aluminum $34   DMI Black $40 

LOW DRAG FRONT HUB KIT 
Our new low drag kit includes 4 low drag hub 

 bearings, 4 low drag hub races, 2 low drag hub 
seals, and 1 container of low drag grease to pack 

bearings.  $119 

LOW DRAG SEAL  $15 

FRONT HUB LOW DRAG SPACER 

This adjustable spacer goes in 
 between front hub bearings and 
increases wheel spin by 1200%.  

Your car will roll more freely, putting 
more horsepower to the track and 

decreasing corner drag. Spacers can 
be used with standard bearings or 

angular contact bearings.  
Adjustable Bearing Spacer  

$59 per Hub 

 LOW DRAG GREASE SYRINGE 

This is the easiest and best way 
to grease front hub bearings. 
With the syringe, one small 

squirt in between the rollers on 
each bearing, is all you need 

with our low drag grease. This 

will give you the least amount of 
rolling resistance. 

Low Drag syringe  $18 

2020 LEGAL TETHERS 
We have the new choke style radius rod  

tethers in stock that you must have in 2020. All 
our tethers just bolt on, no clamps, to mess with. 

 Radius Rod Tether  $95 
50” Kingpin Tether  $199 
53” Kingpin Tether $215 

LOW DRAG GREASE CARTRIDGE    $45 

WILWOOD STAINLESS FRONT BRAKE KIT 
This kit is as light as any you’ll find and stops better 

than most others. The rotor is actually lighter than most 
titanium rotors and this one is legal in any class. This 

trick ultralight 1.4 lb. stainless steel rotor actually floats, 
which helps reduce drag while racing. Kit includes new 
Wilwood hard anodized GP320 Caliper, 2 Pads, 10-1/2” 

Stainless Steel Rotor with Hub Adapter, Caliper 
Bracket, and All Mounting Hardware. 5.15 lbs. $439 

Used by the 69K 
410 Team 

WILWOOD ALUMINUM FRONT KIT 
This aluminum front kit is light and stops 
amazingly well. The key is the coating on 
the rotor and the pad/rotor combination. 

We used the same rotor for 2 years on my 
daughters 305 car. Includes new Wilwood 
hard anodized caliper, 10.95” drilled alu-
minum rotor, 2 -  pads, rotor bolts, caliper 

bracket, and caliper mounting bolts. 
Genuine Wilwood parts. 

4.85 lbs.   $209 

Used by the 69K 305 Team 
WILWOOD STEEL 

FRONT KIT 
This kit utilizes a stronger front 
rotor that will take more abuse 
than other ones.Includes new 

Wilwood hard anodized  caliper, 
11” scalloped steel rotor, 

 2– pads, rotor bolts, caliper 
bracket, and caliper mounting 
bolts. Genuine Wilwood parts     

6.85 lbs.   $219 



 

HEAT TREATED TUBULAR STEEL DRIVESHAFTS 

30”  $125 
 

GUN DRILLED 
 Stronger than tubular steel 

 and cut to size 29 1/4” Gundrilled   $129 

This is the lightest and strongest driveshaft available 
for a sprint car that we know of. It starts with USA 

certified titanium and the complete driveshaft is 100% 
USA made. The bigger diameter of this driveshaft 

decreases vibrations which can rob horsepower, break 
u-joint assemblies, rears, and even crankshafts. The 
splines have been increased to 44, which is stronger 
and creates less of a possible bind in the u-joint yoke. 
This driveshaft is a work of art and the first time I saw 
it, I thought it was almost too nice to put in the car. It 
has been in the 69K for every race Lance has won in 

the past 5 years. Available for internal coupler or 
swivel coupler. Swivel coupler style comes ready for 
swivel ball end, but the ball is not included with drive-
shaft. Driveshaft is available for Winters or DMI style 
swivel, 10 or 32 spline internal coupler, and 16, 32, or 

44 spline front. 

AL DRIVELINE DRIVESHAFT 

CALL FOR PRICE 

U-JOINT  ASSEMBLIES 

 WINTERS  
3.3 lbs. 

16-Spline $159 
32–Spline  $169 

 
DMI with  

Gladiator cross never has to be 
greased. 3.7 lbs. 
16-Spline $240 
32–Spline  $270 

HEAVY DUTY U-JOINT  ASSEMBLY 

Winters Hercules  16 or 32 - Spline 
3.8 lbs. $295 

 
DMI 2K11 All Aluminum   
4.1 lbs.  16 Spline   $270 

 
32 Spline     $299 

 
AL 44-SPLINE   $475 

 

INTERNAL COUPLER DRIVESHAFTS 

WINTERS 
TORQUE 

TUBE 
 

2024 Tube 
with long 

7075 collar 
 

7.2 lbs.  
 

$119 
 

DMI   
TORQUE 

TUBE  
 

2024 Tube with  
2024 Heavy 

Duty 
collar.  
7.3 lbs.  
$149 

 
MPD size. 

$169 

BLACK 
ANODIZED  

TORQUE TUBE 
The anodizing will 

actually help to keep 
the torque ball from 
binding up on the 

torque tube. It gives a 
smooth, slippery finish 

and doesn’t let the 
torque tube wear as 

quickly.    
 

DMI 7.3 lbs.  $159 
Winters 7.2 lbs. $125 

TEFLON  
COATED 

TORQUE TUBE 
This torque tube will 
probably be in every 

sprint car in a few 
years. The entire 

torque tube is  
teflon coated.  

Just imagine how 
easy your torque ball 

will spin.   
7.2 lbs. 

 
$125 

DMI  
BIG UNIT  

TORQUE TUBE 
This big unit torque 
tube has an extra 
long collar to help 
reduce flex. This is 
the strongest torque 

tube we know of.  
 

Big Unit Torque 
Tube 

8.8 lbs.  $199 
All Black Big Unit  

$209 

ALUMINUM DRIVESHAFTS  
FOR 305’s, 360’s, and 410’s 

Track tested for 2 years in 360’s and 410’s, and 4 years 

in 305’s. The 305’s and 500 horsepower crate engines 

can use any configuration aluminum driveshaft we stock. 

The 360’s can use 32 or 44 spline swivel only. The 410’s 

can only use 44 spline swivel. The aluminum driveshafts 

weigh about the same as titanium at 1/4 the cost.  

 

16 Spline to Fit Winters or DMI Internal Coupler   $175  

16 Spline to Fit Winters Style Swivel    $240 

16 Spline to Fit DMI Style Swivel    $160 

 32 Spline to Fit Winters Style Swivel    $270 

44 Spline to Fit Winters Style Swivel     $340 

TITANIUM U-JOINT BOLTS  $34 

This torque ball assembly   
aligns the pivot point of the u-joint & 

torque ball. Space age coated torque 
ball with insert & retainer extends 

wear. Torque ball boot keeps dirt out 
resulting in less maintenance & 

longer life. 
 

Assembly With Standard Torque Ball 
3.7lbs.  $189 

 
Assembly  With Long Torque Ball   

$235 
 

Winters Long Torque Ball $110 

WINTERS STEEL TORQUE  
BALL  ASSEMBLY 

New 6-bolt housing is a lot 
stronger than the old 4-bolt style. 

The housing has an aluminum 
insert that can be replaced if it 

wears. The insert and collar are 
both hard anodized and the 
torque ball is teflon coated. 

NEW STYLE DMI  
BODY ARMOR  

TORQUE BALL ASSEMBLY  

With Lightweight  Short Ball 4.3 lbs.    $315 
With Long Torque Ball  $329 

New 6-Bolt Housing with Insert & Collar—no Ball  $205 
DMI Long Torque Ball $129 

DMI STRATO  SHIFTER 
This is the only shifter that won’t let the rear jump out 

of gear. This shifter doesn't put any undo pressure 
on the rear. 

Black    $145 
Replacement Cable  $55 

WINTERS POSITIVE LOCK SHIFTER 
An easy to use positive locking shifter.   

Comes complete with cable & mounting hardware.    
Black Anodized    $105 

Replacement Cable  $55 

Comes with seal and snap ring and cut to size. 
16 Spline Steel        $319 
 32 Spline Steel       $319 

(Saves 1 1/2 lbs.) 
                    16 Spline Titanium      $879 
                    32 Spline Titanium      $1025 

(Titanium Saves 1 1/2 lbs.) 

WINTERS  SWIVEL SPLINE DRIVESHAFTS 

DMI SWIVEL SPLINE DRIVESHAFTS 

16 Spline Steel        $125 
 32 Spline Steel       $170 

                    16 Spline Titanium      $699 
                     



ATL FUEL TANKS 
These  fuel tanks are the lightest you’ll find. There are 
two  different styles in the 28 gallon size. One style is 

a direct replacement  for the Fuel Safe  28 gallon tank. 
This ATL complete tank assembly is 5 lbs. lighter.   

The other style is a Karl Kinser designed tank. This 
design has a wider and bigger bottom to keep the fuel 
lower. Because it’s wider the bottom mounting holes 

are on the front instead of on the sides. You must 
 weld two tabs on the torsion tubes to mount this tank. 

The Kinser style complete assembly is 8 lbs lighter. 
This tank comes in a white natural finish. The Fuel 

Safe style comes in black. All complete tanks include 
the lightest bladders available, which are also  

repairable, super tough seamless tank, and new style 
top plate with thread on cap. Baffle option picks up fuel 
down to 1-2 gal. Surge tank picks up fuel down to less 

than 1/2 gal. 

28 Gallon Fuel Safe Style   $1899 
28 Gallon Kinser Style        $1860  
33 Gallon Fuel Safe Style   $2140 
33 Gallon KK Style   $2199 

For Baffle Add    $79 
Surge Tank Add    $379 

Filter $180 

 DMI  BIRDCAGES 

One piece forged birdcage uses 32mm. angular  
contact bearings. Has ears on both birdcages for brake 

caliper mount. Does not come with caliper bracket.    
 Silver 7.1 lbs  $399 

Black Birdcages  7. 1 lbs. $425 
10 1/8” Caliper Bracket  $15 

 WINTERS BIRDCAGES 
One piece forged black anodized birdcage. Has ears 

on both birdcages for brake caliper mount. Comes 
with one caliper bracket for 11” rotor. Uses 28mm 

angular contact bearings.    7.3 lbs.  $355 

DUAL PICKUP BIRDCAGES 
These birdcages are perfect for guys that run wing 

and non-wing. Change the torsion arm pickup point in 
about a minute. Both right and left birdcage have ears 
to mount a caliper. These beautiful birdcages come 

with a built-in level also.  
Silver   $515     Black   $535 

BIRDCAGE BEARINGS 

6914 3 15/16” o.d. x 5/8” 
Fits  TI22 Split Style Birdcages  $20 

5914 Angular Contact 28mm 3 15/16” o.d. x 1 1/8” w  
Fits Winters, Sanders, King   $30 

5914 Angular Contact 32mm 3 15/16” o.d.x1 1/4” w  
Fits DMI and M & W  $30 

ULTIMATE BIRDCAGE 
BEARINGS 

New RF85 ultra low drag bearings. 
RF85 was previously only available 
to the Military. RF85 got it’s name 
from Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory. In an independent test, they 

found these bearings reduce friction by 85%! This blows 
away REM polishing, Microblue finish, or even ceramic 

bearings.This ultimate finish lets you run less grease also 
in the bearing, which results in an additional gain of 

 horsepower. Every sprint car will have these  
eventually. Right now, you can get the jump on your 

 competition. This advantage will really show  
up in a RaceSaver 305 car.  $99 each 

This is a complete kit featuring the new 11 3/4” 
stainless steel rotor. This new stainless steel rotor 

weighs in at only a little more than 4 lbs. It is 11 3/4” 
o.d.,  which gives it a lot more stopping power than 
smaller 10 1/2” model.  Over a year of testing has 

proven that this rotor stops so good, in most  
applications, no right rear or left rear brake is needed.  
Everything is in this kit that you’ll need. Includes radial 
mount nickel caliper, radial mount bracket, stainless 
steel rotor, Wilwood trick inboard rotor mount, brake 
pads, and all mounting bolts and hardware. We took 

titanium off our own car and put this kit on. Weight was 
the same, but it stops better and is half the cost. We’ve 

sold tons of these to 305, 358, 360, & 410 guys with 
zero complaints.   11.35  lbs.  $635 

WILWOOD  
11 3/4” STAINLESS SA INBOARD KIT 

WILWOOD 10 1/2 STAINLESS  INBOARD  KIT 
This is the lightest inboard kit we offer. Definitely a good 

way to put speed in your car if you can do with a little less 
brake. We actually switched to this on our own car 

 halfway thru this year. Complete kit with new Wilwood 
hard anodized caliper, 10 1/2” stainless rotor, rotor 
mount, brake pads, radial mount bracket, and all  

mounting hardware.  $635 

Used by the 69K 

410 & 305 Teams 

WILWOOD CALIPERS WITH NEW COATING 
We now stock Wilwood’s front and rear sprint calipers 

with the newest coating. It is a military spec hard  
anodizing, which resists corrosion and withstands heat 

better than the older black and nickel calipers. The  
bottom line is, it will perform better, last longer, and is 

less expensive than the nickel calipers.  
Front Hard Anodized caliper  $89 

Rear Inboard Hard Anodized Caliper  $185 

FUEL SAFE TANKS  Complete assemblies 

FUEL SAFE TANKS 
Complete Assemblies New lighter, more  

flexible bladders. 28 Gallon Tank holds 28 1/2 to 29 
gallons. 30 Gallon Tank holds 31 1/2 to 32 gallons. New 
bladder saves 2 to 3 lbs. and comes with baffle for free. 

25 Gallon  Complete   $2140 
28 Gallon  Complete   $2295 
30 Gallon Complete    $2330  
33 Gallon Complete    $2425 

SALDANA TANKS 
28 Gallon  Complete   $1795 

28 Gallon Complete with Baffle  $1850 
28 Gallon Complete with Collector  $2190 



WINTERS PRO ELIMINATOR REAR 

WINTERS OPTIONS FOR ALL REARS 
4:12 ring & pinion   $26 
Internal Coupler  $75 

Titanium lower shaft (saves 1 1/2 lb.)   $285   
Lightweight axle   (saves 3 lbs.)   $39  

Ultralite axle   (saves 8 lbs.)  $315   
(Comes with axle nuts & floating rotor mount) 

Swivel splined coupler   $165    
EDM ring gear  (saves 1 lb.)   $199  

Titanium side bell studs  (saves 1 lb.)   $139 
Titanium bolt kit   (saves 1 lb.)  $285  

REM ring & pinion   $99  
Low drag axle bearings  $95    
Big bearing gear cover  $49  

Titanium Shifter Shaft (saves 1/2 lb.)  $99 
EDM Ring Gear V8-10   $369 
Ground ring & pinion  $135 
ARP Ring Gear Bolts   $40 

 

The newest and most durable of the V8 rears. Somehow Winters kept this rear light, 
while making many improvements. The V8-10 is a full 10 lbs. lighter than the Pro  

Eliminator. It accepts the same length driveshaft and torque tube as the Pro Eliminator, 
so it’s very easy to swap back and forth between rears. The newly redesigned center is 
bigger to hold more oil. The breather was moved to the left side and positioned in a way 
to restrict the oil from coming out of the breather. The V8-10 did keep all the advantages 

the Outlaw V8 had, like the smaller ring & pinion which accelerates & decelerates 
quicker.  Internal 10-10 coupler included at no cost. Price in any additional options you 

prefer from the list below.             $1799 
 

WINTERS OUTLAW  V8-10  REAR 

WINTERS COMPETITION ELIMINATOR REAR 
All new redesigned rear features a ground ring and pinion. This is a first for the 

sprint car industry. The full radius ground teeth increase the strength of the ring and 
pinion and the teeth are also resistant to pitting, which is normally a common prob-
lem. The ground surface and the better contact pattern between the teeth on the 

ring gear and the teeth on the pinion, make this the most efficient 10” ring and 
pinion ever offered. This all magnesium rear is 2 pounds lighter than the  

Pro Eliminator rear. The redesigned center now features a 6-bolt gear cover for 
faster gear changes. The gear cover is billet instead of cast and an o’ring replaces 
the gasket for a better seal. Even the breather was looked at, as it was moved from 
the right side to the left side to prevent oil from blowing out. Price in any additional 

options you prefer from the list below.       $1399 
 
 

DMI  BULLDOG XR-1  REAR 

All mag rear. Center is guaranteed for 5 years.  Standard rear includes lightweight 
aluminum long splined axle, pinion posi-locknut, o’ringed aluminum gear cover, heat 
treated lower shaft, Timken pinion bearings, breather installed, shifter cable bracket 

installed, 3 quarts gear oil, torque tube studs, internal 10-10 coupler & 4:86 or  
4:12 ring & pinion.  Price in any additional options you prefer from the list below.       

 $1755 

DMI BULLDOG XR-1, XR-2 Or XR-3 REAR OPTIONS 
       Black thermal coating   $145     

                 EDM ring gear  (saves 1 lb.)  $145   
          Titanium lower shaft  ( saves 1 1/2 lbs. )  $120  

      REM ring & pinion   $115   
            Titanium bolt kit   ( saves 1 lb.)  $360  

Winters style swivel coupler   $80 
DMI style swivel coupler   $150 

Ultralite Axle  (saves 3 lbs.)   $120 
Titanium sidebell studs   (saves 1 lb.)  $240 

DMI BULLDOG XR-2 REAR 

The XR-2 saves 6 1/2 lbs. over the XR-1. The XR-2 utilizes the same dependable ring 
& pinion as the XR-1. Pinion support is increased by the redesigned casting. A built in 

pinion reservoir increases oil capacity over a standard rear. Other features include 
o’ringed aluminum gear cover, heat treated lower shaft, Timken pinion bearings, 

breather assembly installed, shifter cable bracket installed, 3– qts. Gear oil, torque tube 
studs, 4:86 or 4:12 ring & pinion. Price in any additional options you prefer 

 from the list below.      $1785 

Comes standard with black thermal coating,  
heavy-duty magnesium center section, heavy-duty front jackshaft bearing, steel front 
bearing liner, aluminum long splined axle, pinion roller bearing, pinion posi-locknut, 

external 10-10 coupler and 4:86 ring & pinion. Price in any additional options you prefer 
from the list below.      $1215 

DMI BULLDOG XR-3 REAR 

The newest of the Bulldog rears features an 8” 4:12 ring & pinion that saves 2 1/2 lbs. 
rotating weight. Cooling fins reduce rear temperature while adding strength. A unique 

jack pad provides a safe place to jack the rear up.   
While this rear is durable, it is 2 lbs. Lighter than XR-1.  

Price in any additional options you prefer from the list below.      $1860 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear can work 
in a 410, but is 

best for 360, 358, 
or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear is for a 
360, 358, or 305 

 

This new 305 rear features a 6 bolt gear cover for faster gear changes vs. the 10 bolt 
on the old 305 rear. The old 305 rear was 18 lbs. lighter than the Pro Eliminator rear 

and this new rear is another few pounds lighter. Only available with 4:12 ring and 
pinion. Comes with internal coupler at no extra cost. Price in any additional options 

you prefer from the list below. $1799 

NEW WINTERS COMPETITION K305-10-6 

For 305 or 500HP 
Class Only 
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